BLACHLY SCHOOL DISTRICT #90
Triangle Lake Charter School K- 12
“A community is known by the schools it keeps”

Superintendent: Adam Watkins

March 31, 2021
Hello TLCS Families As you know we received updated guidance that allowed districts to reduce the distance between students
from 6 feet apart to 3 feet apart, while remaining masked during classroom instruction.
Our intention at TLCS has been to return all students to in-person instruction every day once it was
feasible. We have reviewed our classroom sizes and spacing capacities this week, and feel that we can
safely bring all of our students every day. We are maintaining as much space as possible in our
classrooms and most situations are around 4 feet between students.
We will start bringing all students (K-12) to campus every day beginning on Monday, April 5th, and
our schedule will continue for the remainder of the year (8:00am – 2:33pm). This means that grades 7-12
will no longer be in a Hybrid schedule. Secondary students will continue to complete a portion of their
3rd period class at home. 6 feet of distancing is still required while students are eating, and students will
continue to eat in designated spaces.
Students that continue to remain in CDL, will continue with their teacher(s) until the end of this term
(Term 3) and then will transition to our TLCS Online program starting April 19th (Term 4). Families that
wish to receive meals while in CDL, will continue to pick them up at the school on the same day and time
that has already been communicated.
We are excited to welcome back all of our students and know that this has been a difficult year for all.
We know that with your cooperation, we can provide a safe learning environment that all students can
benefit from.
Sincerely,

Adam Watkins
Superintendent
Blachly School District
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